MENOMONIE POLICE DEPARTMENT FEBRUARY 22-28, 2021

NOTABLE WEEKLY CALLS
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22
DOMESTIC: Officers were dispatched to a
residence after neighbors heard loud noises. One
party had left the scene prior to officer arrival.
Officers spoke with the party on scene and
Wisconsin State Patrol assisted with locating the
second party.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23
ACCIDENT: Officers responded to an EMS call
in which a subject collapsed while walking
outside. Officers performed CPR and rendered
aid until medical help arrived.
JUVENILE PROTECTION: Officers took two
reports of juvenile sexual assault.
THEFT: Officers received a report of a catalytic
converter theft. The incident remains under
investigation.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24
TRAFFIC ACCIDENT: A witness called dispatch
to report an accident, and observed the driver of
the vehicle leave the scene. Officers located the
operator, contacted the Menomonie Fire
Department for medical assistance and are
investigating the accident. Wisconsin State
Patrol is investigating the potential of an OWI.
THEFT: Officers received a report of another
catalytic converter theft.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25
DOMESTIC: A domestic incident was reported
that had occurred the night before. Officers
investigated and referred charges to the DA.
THEFT: Officers responded to a theft complaint
at a local financial institution in which money
from a subject’s wallet was stolen after it was left
on a counter. This incident remains under
investigation.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26
SUSPICION: Officers received a report of
suspicious activity in which it appeared that
someone had made entry in to a residence. Officers
arrived to find a door partially ajar, and due to the
nature of the reported activity entered and cleared
the home of any potential intruders. While no one
was located, officers found that a pipe had burst
and water was flooding the home. Officers
contacted the Water Department and Excel Energy
for assistance, and contact was made with the
homeowner.
DOMESTIC: Officers responded to reports of a
possible verbal domestic situation. Officers spoke
with the parties involved.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27
ACCIDENT: A citizen contacted dispatch to report
a subject shivering outside in need of assistance.
Officers located the subject, who had slipped and
partially fallen through some ice on Lake
Menomin. Officers assisted with transporting the
subject to a local healthcare institution for
evaluation.
DOMESTIC: Officers responded to a reported
domestic situation in progress in which two
subjects were arguing over family matters. Upon
arrival officers spoke with both parties.
Information from this incident was passed on to
the DA for consideration along with Dunn County
Human Services and Probation & Parole.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 28
DISORDERLY CONDUCT: A subject called
dispatch requesting officers remove a disorderly
subject from their residence. Upon arrival the
subject continued their disorderly behavior and
attempted to re-enter the residence. The subject
was subsequently arrested.
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